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Since 1957 KLEIN Products has been a worldwide industry leader in manufacturing Water, Diesel and Lube
tank bodies, including centrifugal pumps, valves, water cannons and related equipment. Our factories are
state-of-the-art with methods of production designed to produce the highest quality tanks for the
construction, mining and industrial industries. Klein consistently stays current with the latest proven technologies that enable us to continually produce
high quality, cost-effective equipment that offers the best value, strength, reliability and durability. KLEIN tanks have been proven worldwide in the most
extreme conditions of heavy construction and mining. No other competitively priced system offers the structural strength, durability and cutting-edge
function ability that genuine KLEIN Products tank systems offer. Combine Klein’s worldwide reputation for quality, low center of gravity Patented
Trapezoid Design, PFC Baffling, flanged heads and baffles with our world-renowned component parts for the most technologically advanced, superior
quality product available in its class.
•

Safety. Klein, through years of experience in the harshest conditions in the World, created and patented a very low center of gravity Trapezoid
Design Tank. Today, it is the safest and lowest center of gravity tank anywhere. Our Patented Trapezoid Design offers superior visibility to the
driver, thus making their driving experience safer and more enjoyable. This Patented Trapezoid design is often requested by the largest Engineering
Firms in the world for its safety aspects.

•

Strong Structure. Klein is the only Tank Manufacturer in the World that manufactures tanks over 8,000-gallons using the Flanged Heads technique.
This technique (folding each steel sheet and welding them inside and outside) is used for all size KLEIN tanks on-road and off-road, making the
structure 5 to 10 times stronger than regular conventional welded tanks. Klein manufactures Water and Diesel tanks from 2,100-gallons (8,000liters) up to 40,000-gallons (152,000-liters).

•

Baffles. Our Klein Patented PFC-Precision Flow Control Transversal and Longitudinal Interior Baffling system limits the movement of liquid inside
the tank; thus making the overall truck tank more stable. All Klein tanks use this safety internal baffling system.

•

Klein Original Parts. Klein is a world leader manufacturer of water and fuel tank related parts; such as Pumps, Valves, Water Cannons, etc. Klein
offers Next-Generation parts which are the strongest, most efficient and innovative parts anywhere. We have over $5USD million in stocked parts
any given day, so our dealers will be able to receive parts almost immediately.

•

Support Dept. Klein employs several full time Engineers responsible to make sure we are the World Tank Leader in design, innovation and safety.
We have several full-time staff exclusively available to our Export and Defense dealers. Klein has created step-by-step instruction videos in English
and Spanish for tank kit installation as well as for maintenance procedures.
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